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A BLOTTED LIN.B IFCR ULTRA-HIGH-FRLUENCY MEASUREENTS 

LTRODUCTION 

Ultra-high-1'requeney aves are electroirtagiietic waves 

with vave1engths between 10 ceritietors and i nieter cor- 
responding to frequeicies between 3000 eacyc1es per sec- 
oid and 300 rnegaoycles per second respectively (1, p.8). 
ithin this írejuency rance, transiss1on o power by wire 

Lnust be done with a coaxial transmission line. rjì losses 
through rsdiation Irorn open wire lines increase with I're- 

quency and beconie very large in the u1tra-h1h-ireuency 
region. l'or wavelengths less than about 10 centimeters it 
becomes practical to transiait power through hollow pipes. 
These pipes must have a diameter of' the order of a wave- 

leìmth, however, which makes them extremely bulky when de- 

siried for use at ultra-high-freuencies. 

A coaxial line consists of a rod supported concentri- 

cally within a hollow pipe by means of insulators. Cur- 

rents flow in both the rod and the pipe, aiid an electro- 
ìmagnetic field exists between them. since the system is 
completel? enclosed, there is no radiatIon loss. A co- 

axial line will propagate an electromiiagnetic Lield in 

which the electric and magnetic i'ields are perpendicular 

to each other and. to the axis of the line. In this mode, 

oxwell's equations axid the boundary conditions are satis- 

lied independent1 of the fre.1uency of tue wave. That is, 
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electromagnetic vaves 01 any 1reueiìcy e&n be propagated 

a1on a coaxial trnsiu1ssion line. 

A coaxial line has a characteristic iupedance, i.e., 
if a single wave is propagated along a coaxial line, the 

ratio or tise voltage at a point to tíe current at that 

point is a constant which depende only on the eoetrical 
properties oí the line. Vhen a coaxial line delivers 

pover to an lipedance which is ditferent in nagnitude trom 

its characteristic ipedance, sorne ot the poer transx1t- 

ted dovn the line will be reflected back £rorn the terinal 
impedance. This reflected pover combines with the hid- 
dent pover to produce standing waves. 

Standing aves increase the power losses in the 

transmission line, increase the peak voltage on the line, 

and send power tack to the source thus decreasing the 

power delivered to the load. 

In general, it is aesirable to reduce standing waves 

to a minimum. in order to acconplish this it is necessary 

to deterirÁine to what extent they exist on a trans:dssion 

line. The obvious method of detecting the preEence or 

standing waves is to neasure the electromagnetic field 
vithin the coaxial line. This may oe done by slotting 
the outer conductor of the line axially and introducing 

a probe which may be moved along the coaxial line and 

which will measure the strength of either the electric or 
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the magnetic fl.eld. A xiarrow axial iot negligible 
eÍ'ect en the properties of a coaxial line. 

A section 01' coaxial transthissioiÁ line :rovied with 

a slot and a travelling proue is called a slotted lino. 
It is a most usel'ul device tar detecting standing waves, 

determining the 1're:iuency et waves transdtted tìircugh it 
and tor easuring inipedanoes, particularily tnose associ- 
ated with transta ission lines and anteinas. 

The problem et this thesis is the design, construe- 

tion, testing and use ot a slotted line. Enough trans- 
mission line theory is developed to peraiit a reasonably 

complete understanding eI the use of the slotted line. 
This niaterial is included since little is available in 

the literature relating to the theory al' iupedance 

measurements with a slotted line, although general trans- 
mission line theory is widely treated. Only those parts 
01' transnission line theory are developed which will be 

directly useful in connection with slotted lines. 
Furtherrrore the developraont is such as to put results in 

terms of quantities vthich can be theasured uirectly with 

a slotted lire. 



TRANSIISSION LINE ThEORY 

A coaxial trans1aission line propagating an electro- 

niagnetic wave in its nornal lLode is of priraary interest. 

In this mode the coaxial line behaves like a two-wire 

translLission line in that a current flows axially along 

the center conductor and returns along the outer 

(2, P.160). It is convenient to think in tenus of an 

open two-wire line. 

The transniission line has a series irapedance Z per 

unit length composed of series resistance and inductance, 

and a shunt adraittance per unit length composed of shunt 

conductance arid capioitance. Consider the line to be di- 

vided into sections of length dx and replace each section 

by a four terminal network as shown in Fig. 1. The im- 

pedance of each series element is then Z dx while the 

iupedance of each shunt e1euent is 1/Y dx. Let the cur- 

rent £lowin in one series element be i. At a distance 

dx down the line, this current will have Deen enenged by 

an anount dx, in first approximation. This is repre- 

sented by aäiing a current through the shunt elenent of 

amount dx. Trie current flowing through the next 

series element is i + dx. This current will increase 

in the next distance by an amount (i!)dx, so 

that the current flowing in the third shunt element is 
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(i-f -c1x)dx. e nay now vTite Kïrchhoft's law for 

the closed current path indicated in Fig. 1. Thus, 

(i x) Z dx - C + _! dx) dxth + = 

which reduces to 

i 1 1rç-uXi oX 
Letting dx approach zero, this beconies: 

- YZ1 O, 

which has as a general solution 

Ix 
Ae + Be , where ' f. 

ChARACTERISTIC Lr:Dc:Ci:. The general forni of the 

current distribution on a transmission line is 

iAe -$- 13e 

The relation existing between the current flowing at a 

point and the voltage at that point is re.uireú. Consider 

first a current given by 

iAe 
Peferring to rig. 1, it is seen that the current flowing 

in tIie shunt element is -- dx and that the eleent has au 

iLnpedance 
. 

The current has been assuned to flow up- 

ward so that the voltage of the upper ranch will be nega- 

tive with respect to the loner line. Voltages will be ex- 

pressed ith respect to the lower line. Thus, the voltage 

at the point chosen is 
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Ir- ---i 
- 

-- XYdXY x 

br a current of the form 

iAe , 

so tnat the ratio of voltage to curreïit at the point is 

r, =_== 
This ratio is the characteristic iapeaanoe of the trans- 

mission line and is independent of the constant . If 

the second term of the general expression for the cur- 

rent had been chosen, the sane result would have been 

obtained except for sign. 

THE PPEDANCE AT ANY POINT. In the peneral case, 

+ YBe 

so that the ratio of voltage to current is 

Ix 
t t - 

Jx Y -ix Yx -Ix Ix. 
Ae +13e Ae +13e 

Evidently, in this case, the impedance is a function of 

distance along the line as well as cl the ratio of the 

tvo components of the current. 

INC1DEI Ai'D REILICTEI) FAV. In general, 

is a complex uantity. Hence, the current will vary 

periodically as well as exponentially along the line. 
ìurtherLore, one deals usually with currents which are 

time dependent. ith no loss of generality this time 

dependence can be represented by Particular 
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currents oi tids type can be combined to produce any 

desired time dependence of current by using a ourier 

series to represent the desired function. 

The current in the hue corresponding to a parti- 

culer frequency is then, 

iLot 
i(Ae -i-Be )e 

A particular value 01 tue lirst term occurs at a point 

which :oves tov.ard plus x as time increases 'hile, for 

the second term, the point will ove toard uîflUS X. 

That is to say, Â is the coefficient of a wave, periodic 

in space and time, which is proressing in the irectiori 

of increasing x hule B is the coefficient of a wave 

proressin in the direction cl decreasing x. The space 

periodicity depends, of course, on the imaginary part cf 

while the real part of I attenuates the wave. 

A transmission line of characteristic impedance Z0 

extending in the direction of increasin x and terminated 

in some impedance Zr is flOW considered. Certainly, at 

the point ci termination, the ratio of voltage to current 

ust be Zr II' ejual to Z0, it will be possible for 

a single ave to travel toard the termination, oecause, 

for a sinle wave, the ratio of current to voltage is ¿. 

If Zr is dir ferent from Z0 there must be waves travelling 

in both directions corresponding to an incident wave and 

a reflected ave. The ratio of the amplitudes of these 



two waves may be expressed iii terras of Zr and Z0 using 

]q. 1. Suppose the terminating impedance Z1. to be lo- 

cated at x = O. Then, 

A-13 
A+B 

or 

Z0 - 

Z0 
-f- Zr 

The ratio is known as the reflection coefficient. 

STANDING AVE RATIO. In a coaxial line the series 

impedance per unit 1en,th consists of resistance and in- 

ductive reactance in series. The shunt athaittance con- 

sists of conductance and capacitive susceptance in shunt. 

Thus, 

7; E. + iwL, 

where E. is the series resistance per unit len;th and L is 

the serios inductance per unit 1enth, aid 

Y = G + iwC 

where G is t1e shunt conductance per unit length and C is 

the shunt capacitance per unit length. Thus, 

1= - [(G-F iWC) (R + iwL) 

In a well designed coaxial line the shunt conductance arid 

series resistance are usually small. In this ease is 

almost purely imaginary, and the ave is propagated vdth 

little loss. Consider a lossless line extending in the 

direction of plus x and terr.inated in Zr, with an 
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incident ave propagating from iinus x. By representing 

as 1k, the voltage at any point in the line becomes 

-ikx lkx 
VZ0(Ae - Be 

iwt 
where the time factor e is omitted as unimportant 

In what follows. The current which will Liov; in a probe 

Inserted into the line betv eon the conductors is propor- 

tional to this voltage, and the poter dissipated in a 

bolometer element connected to the probe is proportional 

to its square. It will e significant to compute the 

maximum and minimum values of V2. 

The quantities A and B are complex, in general. 

Let those be represented In polar form as 

il Aae , Bb 
Thon, 

i( - kx) 
- b» 

' + kx) 
V = ¿ Ç 

and 
-(4I- cp+ 2kx) 

= :0z0 (a2 b2 - 
+ 2kx)1 

- abe 

= zozo* (a2+ b2 2ab oes 2(kx + 9 ) ). 
where 1:OCflS the complex conjugate of the quantity in- 
volved, and 

e- - 
2 

The values of x for which extree ViUOS of V2 will 



occur are those Lor vhich 

à(V2) 
o 

Dierentiating, 

(Va) = 4k0Z0* ab sin 2( kx + e . 

This expression is zero whenever 

2(kx + ) 
nT( 

where n is any integer. ence, the extreie values o1 

are given by 

V2 Zoi3o (a2 + b2 - 2ab cos nT( 

- Z0Z0 (a - (-1)" b)2 

Thus the extreme values of the probe readis are 

proportional to 

and 

V2niax Zoo (a + b)2 

V2 iifl ¿ Z * (a - b)2 

11 

The standing wave ratio r is now defined by the relation 

r_a- +b 
a -b 

Since a and b are mnagnitues and hence essentially posi- 

tive, and since, in order to conserve energy, b < &, 

r has been determined as the positive square root of 

r2 Vrnax maximwa bolonieter output 
V rain minimum bolometer output 

RE1LECTION COEFFICIENT. II' a wave of the Lorna 

'-i(kx -wt) 
AO 

is sent down a transiiission line of characteristic 
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impedance z0 extending toward plus x and terminated with 

an impedance Zr, it is seexi that there must be a re- 

flected ave, in enera1, of the form 

i(kx + wt) 
13e * 

The reflection coefficient is defined as B/A. Solution 

of the defining euation for r gives as the magnitude of 

the reflection coefficient 

r-1 
A = it r1 

Thus aeasureuont or the standing wave ratio perniits 

calculation of the amplitude of the reflected wave. The 

square of the reflection coelficient gives the I raction 

of poer reflected at Zr. 

THE R-X I)IAGih;. Given a coaxial line of character- 

istic impedance Z0 and a measured standing ave ratio of 

r, it is possible to detertuine soiae of the character- 

istics of the terminating impedance Zr. It has been 

shown that 

_ A - B i - 
Z0 Á+B 1+3/A 

Lieasuronient of r gives 
Zr = r - i -2ie 
Z0 r10 

where e is undetermined. Substituting this value of 

the reflection coefficient and separating the resulting 

equation into real and. imaginary parts, essentially two 
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equations are obtained since the real arid iLaaginar parts 

must be setisfied separately. it e is eliminated be- 

tween these two equations, this very important result is 

obtained. 

Let R represent the real part of Zr and X represent the 

imaginary part of Zr. Then, it coordinate axes are set 
up with RIZ0 as abeissa and X/Z0 as ordinates, tie points 

Zr/Zo vi11 lie on a circle tor e iven value of r. 

In general br a coaxial line 

- /j /ji+jiL 
- I - - I . o j 

For a lossless line this quantity is real. In tais case 

F/Z0 is real and is proportional to tue resistive coin- 

ponent of Zrs Similarly, Iz0 is real and proportional 

to the reactive coinponent Zr.. A few of these circles, 
each for a different value of r, are shown in 'ig. 2. 

Ir r is eliminated between the two equations instead 

of G and the lines for constant G are plotted on the 

sae set of coordinates, it is found that these lines are 

arcs of circles passing through the point R/z0 = 1. 

Several of these lines are plotted in 3. Each arc 

is 1ven by either of to values of e . Thus as in- 

creases troni zero to TI the arcs move cnce around the 

point R/Z0 1 in a c1ockise direction. As ê goes 
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from zero to -1 the arcs move counterclockwise corn- 

pletoly. around the point. The line from the origin to 
RIZ0 i corresponds to O o, ii' , - TI 

Cf primary interest is the deter ination of the 

value of an unknown Eedance terminating, a transuis- 

sion line in terms of quantities aeasurab1e at some other 

point of tne line. It has been seen that easureents 

01 the standing wave ratio, hieh can be made with a 

travelling probe, will locate the unknown impedance on 

a circle corresponding to r constant in the R-X 

diagram. A method for determining O is now needed. 

Jrorn the foregoing discussion, it is seen that ex- 

treme values of V2 occur et points for v:Llch 

2(kx -fi- O ) 
nTI 

n-rr_ e 
2k k 

k 2 TI I>., , this may be expressed as 

O1X 1f Z O then e is zero, because from 

A-B 
Z0 AI-B 

it is seen that this condition requires that A B. 

This fact establishes a reference point for deteriining 

e for an unknown Zr. 
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Suppose a line Is shorted and that the probe is set 

on a voltage minIu!n. Since in this ease Zr = O, the 

probe must then be at a distance from the short given cy 

a n 

where n is even. Now let the short be removed and re- 

placed with an unknown impedance Zr. The reilection 

coefficient 3/A will in general be complex and will have 

a phase 2 where -fl 2 11' The position or 

the minimum nearest x will be at 

ri) 
4 211 

Then 

Xr - xs 
- 

211 

or 

e 2 IT witn ¿X Xr - X8, 

where It is seen íroìa te restriction cn & that 

¿x i 
x -4. 

Thus, O is measured by deter.ining the shift of the 

nïInIs. Using a -ieasured value of the standing wave 

ratio r, the reflection current is 

B_ r_le2ie 
:;- r+l 

and the ratio of the unknown terminating impedance to the 
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charseteristic iapedanee 01 the line is Jnon, 

: l-B/A 
Z0 l+B/A 

This last result is iiot readily obtained using the h-X 

diaraui. By 1oeting the intersection of the circle 
corresponding to tne :neasured. value of r with tue oir- 
culer aro corresponding to the ieasured value ci e , the 

Z 
value of -i can be read. directly. 

Z0 
The R-X diara: iay oe put ilk a forni íiore convenient 

Lor computation by nieans o1 a coordinate transÍoration 
which makes the circles 01' constant r concentric about 

the point i/Z0 1. .ith this transíortuation the arcs of 

constant e beoouie straight lines passing through the 

point hz0 1, and the lines X/Z0 and RIZ0 become 

circles. An R-X diagram transformed in this manner is 

known as a Smith chart (3, p.29). It may be fitted with 

an Index which rotates about the point R/Z0 1 n 

which is iarked the values oi the standing bave ratio cor- 

responding to the proper radius. Usually the ca1e cor- 

responding to the phase o the reflection coefficient is 
marked off in terms of x/X rather than & . A 

3nith chart is shown in I ig. 4. 
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FIGURE 4 
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DESIGN OF A SLOTTED LINE 

iOSt high frejuency electronic devices are des1ned 

to work into, or £ront, i 50 oh transidssioxì line. lier 

this reason it is Liçortant that tb.e s1otte line ite1f 

nave a cnaraeteristie iipedanee of 50 ohms. ïor a line 

with air dielectric this i pedanee is obtained ir the 

ratio of the inner diameter of tue outer conductor to 

tne outer die.ietcr of the inner cond.ctor is 2.Ô7/l. The 

inipedance is deterined only by this ratio and the actual 

size of the conductors is cption1. The size o one inch 

chosen in this ease for the inner dian.ieter of the outer 

conductor was a conipro2iise based on convenience in 

machining. 

The precision eI a machining operation depends pri- 

ìuarily on the accuracy of the chine being used and is 

more or less independent of the size of the work. Thus, 

the relative accuracy is increased as the size oX the 

ork is increased. lxi this ease, tue problei was to 

plane a seiicircular groove into a solid bar of hluinwa 

stock. Two such bars are placed together so that the 

semleircies eet to forr. an accurate hole which serves 

as the outer ccnductor. Thus, the larer the outer 

conductor the :ore accurately it can be made. 

An upper 11rit is set on tLe d.iaíaeter by the weight 
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of tue finished slotted line. As a piece oí laboratory 

equipment it niust be reasonably portable. lai outer 

conductor diaxueter of one inch was onosen since it per- 

its nachin1n tolerances on the order o1 a Lew tenths o 

a percent ile keeping the total veight or the slotted 

line down so that one aan can easily handle it. 

ith this choice of outer conductor, the inner con- 

ductor then niust have a diameter of 3/8 inch which is 

rather convenient. Accurately diuensioned tubing of this 
size is readily available. 

Ideally, the inner conductor should be supported in 

such a fashion that there are no discentinuities alon? the 

axis of the line. Points of discontinuity Jil produce 

distortions of the field within the line and possibly 

cause misleading readings. This oondition is achieved 

either by supporting the center conductor only at the 

ends or by a continuous strip o' dielectric. The first 

possibility is iripractical since tue inner conductor 

would sag excessively thus changing the characteristic 
impedance from point to point. A continuous strip of dl- 
electric would solve this probleiu. However, it is very 

difficult to macjune such a strip so as to alntain the 

conductors coaxial to any degree of precision. 

In spite or the possibility of introducing discon- 

tinuties it as decided to support the center conductor 

011 a series of dielectric er,s small enough to introduce 
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negligible distortion into t1e Lields and to piece them 

near enough together to avoid any appreciable sag. These 

pegs ere iade oi 1/8 inch diaiieter polystyrene and are 

placed radially betveen the inner and outer conductors, 

in groups o three, spaced 120° apart at intervals o 

6 inches. 

For convenience in connecting the slotted line to 

other equipment, t'pe 'N' connectors are attached to the 

ends of the line. Since the tipe ':' ooineotor hes con- 

siderably aaller conductor dia.eters, it was necessary 

to construct tapered sections br connecting the slotted 

line to the connectors. 

The cuter conductor of the tapered sections was ade 

by electroplating a heavy layer of copper on a mandril of 

aluminum which had been previously turned to the desired 

taper. The copper as reoved from the andril after 

plating by heating and then cooling the mandril. The 

coefficient of thermal expansion of aluminum is about 

twice that of electrolytic copper so that the plating 

was stretched slightly. The tapered copper tuoe could 

easily be slipped orf the mandril after this treat.uent. 

The inner conductor of the tapered section veas 

turned on a lathe irom an aluminum rod. This conductor 

is not supported in the tapered section out is attached 

directly to the inner conductor of the slotted line at 
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one end, and to the center conductor of the type 'N' 

connector at the other. 

A slotted line must e at least 1/2 wavelength long 

in order to insure that at least one standing ave niaxi- 

mum and one ninLiuín will occur in the rneasur1n section. 

This length is suificient for impedance easureients. 

However, IL wavelength is t be íeasured also, it is 

necessary that the section be at least a Lull i:cavelength 

long to insure that two rIniraa will occur in the section. 

Wavelength measureients should be wade at the n1niinum 

voltage points of the standing wave because these are 

quite sharp if the standing wave ratio is large vhile 

the maximums are broad at all times. 

Conventional equipment, such as electrunic devices 

with lumped parameters, can be built to operate at v.ave- 

lengths as short as 100 centimeters. For laboratory 

deiiionstratIon purposes it is desirable to kìve a slotted 

hue 'which can be used with this equipment es vell as 

with the special equipment necessary to produce shorter 

wavelengths. Therefore a slotted line of at least one 

iueter length iS desirable. 

«achIne shop limitations placed an upper limit of 

Live feet on the length. This length represents a satis- 

factory minimum value and was therefore chosen. 

A bolometer is used with the slotted line as a 
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detector. It was chosen because it reuires no adjust- 

tents and because its operation is known. Grystsl de- 

tectors are considerably more sensitive but need Irequent 

calibration. 

A bolometer is essentially a piece ol very Line wire 

which is heated by an external current to a temperature 

near its nieltix point. Then used as a detector lor 

radio frequencies this vire is placed so as to dissipate 

soe of the radio frequency power. This additional poier 

raises the tepera.ture of the wire, and, because cf the 

te:perature coefficient oL resiatar±ce, increases its re- 

sistance. The voltage drop across the wire is thus in- 

creased. It the power obtained iro the radio Lreuerìcy 

suurce is small compared to that f reni the external source, 

the relation betleen radio frequency power dissipated and 

the chance in bolometer resistance till be essentially 
linear. 

It is important that the detector used v;ith a slotted 

line draw negligible poer from tiie line so that tue 

voltage distribution along the line will be Independent 

of the position of the detector. Thus, although the 

change in boloeter resistance could be easured vith a 

bridge, it is more practical to modulate the radio ire- 

quency energy with a frequency vhose period is approxi- 

uutely equal to the thermal time constant 01 the boloieter 
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e1eent. An alternating voltage will tien e ueveloped 

by the bolo;iìeter which will e proportional to the square 

ot tne volta;e in tue slotted 1ixe. This alternating 
voltage can be ap1if led to a value convenient for 

metering. 

An ar:plifier having an elfoctive input noise level 

of lO volts can be constructed without serious ditfi- 

culty. If this value is then taken as the inimnumn use- 

ful output from the boloxneter, and if l02 volts is taken 

as the upper limit at vthich the boloraeter outpui. ls iall 

corapared :ltb the bolorneter heating voltae (a few volts), 
then the bolometer will have a dynamic range of 50 db. 

which is adequate. Over this range the bolomneter will 
produce an output voltae which is proportional to the 

square oí the electric field in the slotted line and need 

not be calibrated. 
The sensitivity of a boloìeter can be increased con- 

sider8bly by aicunting it a quarter wavelength £ro the 

shorted end o a coaxial liïe. An arrangement of this 

sort will insure tiat the axlmwa amount of the power 

taken troni the slotted line is dissipated in the bolomne- 

ter. However the length of the shorted tuning stub must 

be adjusted when the slotted line is used with a different 
fra .uency. It was thought that the inconvenience of ad- 

justing such a tuning stub iLore than offset the advantage 
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of increased sensitivity so that an untuned detector as 

used instead. 

The detector used with the slotted line described in 

this thesis makes use of to 1/loo apere Littelluses as 

bolometer e1errents arranged so as to conduct the bifl- 

frequency current in parallel and the polarizing and 
modulation currents in series. The electrical circuit 
is shown In ir 1g. 5. 

The complete slotted line is shown in Fie. . 
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OPERATIONAL PRCCDTJRE AI4D FRACTICE 

The essential components of a tranin1ssion-1ine 

measuring 1nta11ation are shown in Fig. 7. It is 

necessary that ari accurite ieens of meQsuring Írequency 

be provided. The slotted line itself may be used if the 

standing wave ratio is high. iioever, the standing wave 

ratio is usually low ith the unknown load connected to 

the neasurin line and the inia are not sharply derined. 

ave1entii determinations will thus not be accurate. 

hen the load is replaced with a short-circuit, a large 

amount o reactance will bC reilected back into the line. 

Under these conditions the generator ay shirt frequency 

by a serious atiiount. 

This difficulty ay be overcoe to a considerable 

extent by inserting a section of lossy line betveen tue 

generator and the measuring section. If the attenuation 

in this connecting cable is sulïiciently large the gener- 

ator will see only the characteristic impedance of the 

lin.e regardless of that occurs in. the measuring section. 

At least 10 db. of attenuation is recommended. For fre- 

quelicies above 300 inegacycles per second tuis can be 

achieved with about 150 feet of RG-/U cable. 

The problem of freueney shift in the generator can 

also be solved by readjusting the frequency of the 

generator to the original value after the load is re- 

p1ace with a short-circuit. A precise frejuexicy meter 
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is oE course required. 

The preenoe 01 harmonics or the generator frequency 

is usually harmful because trie reflection coefficient of 

the load may be large for these harmonics. The use of 

filters to eliminate these harronics is recommended. 

Again, a length of lossy line betveen the generator and 

the measuring section is ilel.pIul since the attenuation 

introduced by the lossy line increases with ire juency. 

The use 01 a low-pass filter designed to cut off at a 

£reuency be1ov the second i1aronìc is better. 

Often it is necessary to use a length of cable to 

connect the LLieasurin line to the load. This introduces 

two problems. The attenuation of the line vill reduce 

the standing vaya ratio in the ìeasuring section and 

lead to an erroneous value of load impedance. The 

formula for finding the load impedance wilen there is 

attenuation between the load and easuring section is 

7 

cosh ( 1)- sinh ( i) 

cosh (' 1)- - sinh ( i) 

where Z/Z0 is the measured impedance ratio, is the 

propagation constant of the connecting line, and 1 is 
the length of line. 

The second problem resulting Irom the use of a length 
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of cable betv;een the measuring section and the load. is 
that of determining the position 01 the mniniiaum. when the 

line is shorted. If the generator changes frequency 

slightly when the short is introduced, the position of 

the minirnw niay be changed seriously if iany avelengths 

of cable are used. The use of a iiiiniriiuma length of con- 

fleeting cable is recommended. 

A typical data sheet is shown in Table 1. These 

data were obtained from measurements made on a piece of 

50 obm cable terminated by means of several carbon re- 
sistors selected to provide a direct current resistance 
of 50 ohms. 

The output from the detector was amplified by a 

factor of 10,000, and measured with a l3alantine volt- 

meter. The standing vave ratio was determined by taking 

the suare root of the ratio of maximum voltmeter read- 

ing to the minimum voltmeter reading as the probe vas 

moved along the slotted line. The distance x was ob- 

tained by subtracting the reading of the reference mini- 

mum position from that of the minimum position with the 

load connected to the line. This diiference is positive 

when the reíerenco minimum position is betveen tite load 

and the minimum position with the load connected to the 

line. The pointer on e Smith chart is rotated a distance 

x/.>, from the point of zero impedance in a clockwise 



Frequency 

Mcs. 
Maximum 

Reading 
M inimum 

Reading 
Minimum 

Position 
Reference 

Position 
r tx tx 

> 

Z,. 

Z0 

Zr 

300 0.1 00 0.051 27.0 1309 1.40 - 3.9 -.039 .74 - 
i 

.11 38 - j 
5.5 

400 0.1 00 0.061 123.5 I 25 .3 I. 28 I .8 -.0 24 .80 - j .05 40 - j 2.5 

500 0.09 I 0.049 119.2 I 19.2 1.36 0.0 .000 .75 +i 00 38 + 0.0 

600 0.100 0.050 108.2 107.9 1.41 0.3 .006 .71 +j .02 35 + j 0.1 

700 0.087 0.051 114.6 112.3 1.31 2.3 .054 .80 +j .13 40 +j6.5 
800 0.072 0.043 121.4 118.6 1.30 2.8 .075 .84 +j.18 42 +j9.0 
900 0.060 0.039 115.3 I 2.2 1.25 3.1 .093 .90 + .18 45 + j 9.0 

1000 0.100 0.074 123.5 119,5 1.16 4.0 .133 1.00 + j .10 50 + j 5.0 

1100 0.052 0.035 126.3 121.7 1.22 4.6 .169 1.09 + 
i 

.16 55 + j8.0 
1200 0.050 0.028 118.4 113.2 1.34 5.2 .208 1.26 + .18 63 + 

J 9.0 

TABLE 
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direction when Ax i positive. Tne load iìpedanoe Is 

then located on the pointer line at a distance from the 

center corresponding to the measured value of r. The 

Impedance of' the line Is 50 ohms so that the values read 

from the Smith chart :ust be multiplied by 50 to obtain 

the load iuxpedance. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SLOTTED LINE 

it is important to know to v.hat extent the slotted 

line may be depended upon to give accurate readings. 
Variations in probe depth and changes in the geometry of 

the line along its length will cause incorrect readings. 

To Liìeasure the accuracy of the slotted line it is 

necessary to set up conditions for which results can be 

predicted. Inaccuracies in the slotted line can then e 

interpreted in terms of the departures from these results. 

Ï'here are three conditions which are particularly 

useful for this purìose. If tne line is terninated with 

either zero or infinite iLmpedance, the standing wave 

pattern set up will vary as co2 e with a sufficiently 

large standing wave ratio to periait accurate deterina- 
tions of position and amplitude. Of these two conditions, 

the short-circuit was chosen. The curve was fitted to 

the experimental points at the origin, and at 75 canti- 

aeters. Iie results of this test are shon in Fig. 8. 

The noise level of the amplifier interfered with read- 

ings near the minima thus preventing the curve from 

touching the zero axis at these points. 

A much more sensitive test cf the slotted line can 

be made by studying the voltage distribution along the 

line when the line is terminated in its characteristic 
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Impedance. This eonition is difileult to rueet experi- 

ienta11y, however. An exactly matcrìed load is strictly 
a theoretical quantity. For prctioa1 purposes, however, 

a load which is oetter tïan is normally aet in pructice 

will surlice. A piece of uniforn coaxial cable bug 
enough to attenuate the power 10 db. or ajore j each 

direction is a convenient form of 'durnmy 1oad'. In 

this case, eri 800 foot length of RG-8/U cable terinated 
with a 50 ohm resistor was used. The standing wave ratio 
produced by this load was measured at several £requencies. 

The results are shown in J:ig. 9. At 1200 eacycles per 

second a mininurn in the standing wave ratio occurs cor- 

responding to a standing vave ratio or 1.04/1. A study 

or the voltage distribution along the line was then Laade 

at this frequency. This is shown in . i. 10. Fron this 
curve it is concluded that the residual standing wave 

ratio introduced by inaccuracies of the line when a per- 

feetly 'atched load is connected will be about 1.03/1. 
This should be entirely adequate for impedance measure- 

ments. In the sectIon iront 4.0 to 110 centimeters, the 

inaccuracies of the line introduce a standing wave ratio 
of about 1.01/1. For very accurate wk this section of 

the line should be used. 
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ANTENNA IMPEDANC E 

The £o11ow1n problem is a typical exaìp1e of the 
use of a slotted line. 

A dipole antenna 32.2 centimeters long v;as placed 

35 centimeters £rom, and parallel to, a grcund pDne. 
The dipole vas Led from a balun designed for a £re..uency 

of 4.20 megacycles per second. The problem was to deter- 
nine the iic.pedance of this antenna as a function of fre- 
quency. 

The measuring equipment was set up and measureaenta 

taken by the methods previously described. The data re- 
suiting aro given in Table 1. 

One additional problem is introduced in this set of 

ieasure:;ents. It was necessary to use a length of trans- 
:ission line between the xreasuring section and the an- 

tenne. Since the antenna as located on the roof above 

the room in vdiich the measurements were taken, it was in- 
convenient to replace the antenna with a short-circuit 
at the point where the antenna vas previously connected. 

Instead, the line feeding the antenna ;as removed end 

the short introduced at the measuring section. This 

procedure necessitates transferring the short-circuit, 
in effect, to the antenna terminals which vas done by 

computing tne xiumber of wavelengths that existed between 

the actual position of the short-circuit and the antenna. 



Frequency 

Mcs. 

Maximum 

Reading 

Minimum 

Reading 

Minimum 

Position 
Reference 

Position 

r X X 

X 

L 

X 

X - L Z r 

Z0 X 

329.3 0.88 0.045 79.10 67.95 4.41 I 1.65 .1279 5.2162 -.0883 .31 - j .57 
374.8 0.97 0.183 116.30 24.20 2.30 -7.90 -.0987 5.9363 -.0350 .46-j . I 8 
405.9 I .00 0.570 122.10 130.30 I .32 -8.20 -.1 I I O 6.4303 - .041 3 .78 - j .10 
428.3 0.90 0.620 113.80 99.10 1.20 14.70 .2098 6.7837 - .0739 .90- j .11 
447.8 0.94 0.330 106.10 103.60 1.69 2.50 .0373 7.0925 - .0552 64 - 

j 
.22 

461 .3 t .48 0.615 89.90 74.15 I .55 I 5.75 .2422 7.3074 - .0652 .75 - j .21 
463.8 I .63 0.500 92.40 74.78 1.63 I 7.62 .2723 7.3447 - .0724 .70 - .27 
487.8 0.93 0.270 91.50 81.10 1.86 10.40 .1691 7.7268 - .0577 .59-j .24 
510.2 0.95 0.160 119.10 II 5.80 2.44 3.30 .0561 8.0816 -.0255 .42- j .13 
531.9 0.95 0.113 87.70 91.20 2.67 -3.60 -.0638 8.4255 -.4893 .37+j .05 
561 .8 0.92 0.086 94.50 97.25 3.27 -2.75 -.0515 8.8989 - .4504 .35 + j .29 
589.4 0.98 0.062 99.70 102.45 3.97 -2.85 -.0560 9.3359 - .3919 .40+ j .73 

TABLE II 
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The distaiìce £roi tie sirt to the antenna was 

touxid to be 317.5 centimeters. This corresponds to an 

electrical 1enth ol 475.2 centimeters since te wave- 

length in a coaxial line is less tnan the ave1ergth 

in free spce by a Íactor equal to the reeirooa1 cl the 

square root of the dielectric constant. The dielectric 
used in this line was polyethylene which hs a dielectric 
constant of 2.26. A column is provided for recording 

the length of the conneotin line in units oÍ wavelength. 

Integer numbers of half-wavelength are dropped, and the 

resulting distance is subtracted £ron X/)\ . This 

operation cencels out the etfeet ot the connecting line. 
The attenuation of the length of cable used in tìis test 

is sa1l at these £requncies and has been neglected. 

The in.pedance of trie antenna is plotted on trie -X 

diagram in Fig. 11. 

The slotted line with vhicb this thesis is concerned 

rias been bund to be satistactorr in performance and 

relatively easy to operate. It is sinpie in design, 

ruggedly yet precisely built, and víll no doubt be a 

useful device for bth instruction and research in the 

radio laboratories for wiidn it was built. 
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